




GUILLERMO BERT: 
THE BAR CODE SERIES
03.16 - 05.05.13
Bert’s minimalist Bar Code Series is elegantly layered with various symbols of 
power, both in the choice of materials he uses and in the imagery he carefully 
selects. The work blurs the boundaries between culture and commodities and 
reflects Bert’s interest in exploring concepts of consumerism, politics and social 
ideals. 

Dubin exploits his own Facebook friends by culling profile pictures and cropping 
them as if to say, “I only want a small piece of you,” then paints them in ways that 
unearth more details. These works explore our desire to be needed and how social 
media has changed human interaction and modern life.

JORG DUBIN: 
MY FACEBOOK FRIENDS

03.16 - 05.05.13

Sign Language, Notes from the High Desert showcases photographs 
taken specifically in the Antelope Valley by southern California 
photographer Thomas McGovern. McGovern’s photographs celebrate 
the local vernacular style through documenting historic hand painted 
signs and murals in the public realm. McGovern is particularly 
interested in the minutiae most often ignored or taken for granted in 
one’s local environment as it changes over time, especially as local 
architecture,architecture, hand painted signs and colorful neighborhoods are 
replaced by homogenous strip malls and master planned communities. 

THOMAS MCGOVERN: SIGN LANGUAGE, NOTES 
FROM THE HIGH DESERT 
03.16 - 04.29.13

Danial Nord continues his indictment of contemporary culture by manipulating the tools of mass communication. 
In his digital video Youtopia, the artist captures hyperlinked reality to poke fun at the curatorial process in the age 
of misinformation. After receiving an email with a link to the New York Times article titled: "Guggenheim and 
YouTube Seek Budding Video Artists," Nord created virtual assistants to investigate. Their automated inquiries, 
skewed by database hierarchies and software glitches, produce convoluted associations and misguided 
conclusions. The search results, texts and screen-grabs are ‘real', but the electronic helpers seem to have 
ulteriorulterior motives, blurring boundaries between artificial intelligence and the human psyche. Youtopia underscores 
the current state of affairs in our quick-to-click culture.

DANIAL NORD: YOUTOPIA
03.16 - 04.29.13




